Four speakers, participating in the first part of a night-long attempt by Conn students to re-evaluate the current situation in Vietnam, offered solutions which ranged from an outright appeal to stop absurd killing everywhere to a plea to realize that appeasement will not stop the war.

The Vietnam Forum, moderated by Robert Kent Smith of Conn's East Asia History department, featured two hawkish debaters, Rev. Daniel Lyons, director of the East Asian Research Institute, and Mr. J. Milton Sacks, professor of politics at Brandeis University, and two dovish debaters, Mr. Howard Zinn, professor of government at Wellesley University and Mr. Michael Parenti, professor of politics and social science at Sarah Lawrence College.

Elimination of Symbols

Mr. Sacks began the Forum with the assertion that people examine the Vietnam problem through symbols of reality rather than reality itself. "We must rid ourselves of these symbols," he stated.

Mr. Sacks gave four reasons for American involvement in Vietnam: the maintenance of international peace and security, as required by the Geneva Agreement, the right of self-determination, the concept of liberation wars, and our commitment in South Vietnam.

Admitting that America has made some mistakes in Vietnam, Mr. Sacks emphasized that never before has there been such a broadly based government and body politic in Vietnam as there exists now.

Pamela, an authority in the field of medieval magic, has been awarded a Fulbright Grant to study in London.

Pamela E. Gjettum '88, a student of Latin and Greek, has been awarded a Fulbright Grant to study at the University of London, England, for the academic year 1968-69.

A recently initiated member of the Phi Beta Kappa Network, she will begin her studies at the university's Warburg Institute in the fall. With the financial support of the Fulbright Grant, she plans to specialize in medieval history under the supervision of Dr. A. E. Walker, an authority in the field of medieval magic.

Department of State Awards Pam Gjettum

A Fulbright Grant To Study In London

Pamela Gjettum

YES OR NO

Last week Conn Census distributed 1,000 copies of Friday. We feel Friday is a valuable addition to the coverage of the impact of regional and national events on the college campus. Please let the staff know what you think of Friday.

Students To Indicate Choices For President, Vietnam Action

CHOICE '68, the national collegiate presidential primary to be held on campus tomorrow, April 24, will give students opportunity to voice both their presidential preference and their preferences regarding the course of future military action in Vietnam and urban action programs.

Students may cast their vote in Crouzier, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. and 8 p.m.-11 p.m. and in Fanning, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
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The recent termination of Mrs. Anne Parry's appointment as associate professor in the classics department was a grave mistake on the part of the College. Mrs. Parry has been published—in addition to her extensive list of teaching credentials. Groups of students and individual students pleaded for her retention on the basis of her outstanding teaching abilities. Thirty-odd faculty members supported a petition urging reconsideration of her dismissal. Reasons for the action taken included: her placement of books on reserve in the library, the kindred office hour, she returned from New Haven, and she was incompatible with the department chairman.

To The Editor:

Let us first commend the Vietnam Information Committee on presenting a college program with this fine intellectual experience of the four panel speakers. Both sides were equally as adamant as the presentation of their beliefs, as might have been indicated, in the nature of the audience reaction. This is what disturbs me, however, the very nature of the group present at the forum from which the information displayed by the community of viewpoints not in accord with the general public's desire for the discussion of the four panel speakers. Not only do they provide an opportunity to express themselves, but they also contribute to the academic freedom which is a right which is accorded to the student, whether he is in or out of the mainstream of society. To the Editor:
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King's Death Elicits Nationwide Action

WASHINGTON (CPS)—What is left to be said about Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.? Too much has been said already. What is left to do is to do better to keep silent—politicians who would as soon be heard as not have said something with Mao Tse-Tung as with King joined together in silence, and that was predictable. It's best to say very little—to let silence mean what the silence meant to the people of the world, and on this point, patience is a virtue. The hatred out of the right and the disdain from the left cannot change things.

But it's no so important now to discuss what King was like. What makes a Difference?

What is important to consider whether or not his murder will make a difference. More than one columnist has written that, if it will, that Dr. King's death will do more to advance the cause of the Negro than any demonstration he might have led in his life, and just look at the Open Housing Bill.

Legislative measures like the open housing bill should not be discarded as a second-class. Very probably it will be of some value over time to the black student as second class, though for now it serves merely as a grotesque comment on America, illuminating very clearly how much more we as a people care for property rights than for human rights. It is difficult not to see the basic contrast. And the same, unfortunately, can be said of much of what colleges and universities have done in response to the murder.

Schools Establish Funds

A large number of schools have established Martin Luther King Jr. scholarship funds, and many have established committees to work in one way or another for more rights for blacks.

A few schools have gone fur- ther. Stanford University, for one, has pledged to double the number of his "minority group" students. To double the proportion of its minority group employees; to admit ten minority group students who do not meet the school's admissions from the "Intrepid—NOW" movement. The president of the University of Iowa has ordered all students to attend the feasibility of establishing an Institute for Afro-American Studies, and has authorized an increase in the school's admissions staff to look for "worthwhile" students from "minority group" students for "quality" blacks, students who have been hounded in the past few years, promises to become even more common.

Fraternities Involved

Much of the response to the (Continued on Page 4, Col. 4)

STUDENTS GATHER TO LISTEN AND CONTRIBUTE TO ALL-NIGHT SPEAK OUT AGAINST VIETNAM WAR

Continuing the evening activities sponsored by the Vietnam Information Committee, the anti-war Speak Out was held from 12-6 a.m. in the Main Lounge of Yale's Williams. Two hundred and seventy-five students gathered and listened, and contributed to the anti-war program.

Tom Miller, free lance journalist and presently a member of the International Student Information Committee an anti-war protest group, spoke on the evening's activities.

According to Miller, the assembly in 1967 was far smaller than this year, and was characterized by a more subtile way of raising the black issue, but which carried out policy such as that of its minority group employees; to give black students top priority for financial aid; and to double the proportion of its "minority group" students; to establish committees to look for more black students; and to establish committees to look for more black students to look for more blacks, students from the "lntrepid—NOW" movement.

Miller stated that the attraction of college today is a "regulatory syndrome." The fact is that blacks cannot do what they want, because of the way they are treated. Miller concluded, since the college, the administration relegated to "servants" of the institution, not "guiding lights." Once out of college, the student should "confront the outside." Miller stressed that, in order to change this moral, it is important that arrangements be made "to develop a commitment, to change things" and to promote experimentation.

Tom Russo, a senior at Yale, talked about the Vietnam War from the view of a man of peace. Russo saw the war as a futile effort to protect the outcome showed the educational system.

The South Vietnamese unwillingness to fight, Miller pointed out, makes a strategy which occurred at a multiots attack on the DMZ. Even though there was a real attack at a Vietnamese attack only 60 of the 150 troops were near, but the outcome showed the
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by Nancy Toppping
Next year's Spring for Manus rights will spend their junior year stud-
king in Middle Eastern countries.

"The fallen potentate of the East is a philosophy requirement
for a philosophy requirement for a future, "Janice laughled.

Janice's family has lived in Israel for the past five years and they will accompany her there next year. They have a house in Israel. "Ah Paris!"

Nancy Toppping and Mary Jane Atwater will spend the next year in Paris. Both girls are going with a group of about fifteen students sponsored by Sweeney College. They will tour France for six weeks upon arrival in France in September and undergo intensive

JUNIOR YEAR ABROAD STUDENTS, left to right Nancy Heart, Mary Jane Atwater, Linda Patchell.
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Group Aims ForMillions

Million for McCarthy, a newly established group whose goal is to contribute $2 million toward urgently needed campaign funds for United States Senate, will begin fund raising campaign at Conn between Apr. 17 and May 1. The first rally will be organized by Fam- 1983, co-chairman of the Million for McCarthy at Conn. The rally, along with Susan Rankin '88, the national headquarters will be sent to the national headquarters in Wash- to which it will then be sent at regular intervals for additional forces working in the primaries.

The group will be led to finance to monthly letters, literature and air space on radio and television. According to Mary Jo, the overall McCarthy campaign is being financed by private contributions.

The goal of Conn's Million for McCarthy is to collect $8.60 from each student, and from the fac- the United States, Londoners. A person who con- tributes $8.60 or more will receive a black and white "Million for McCarthy" button, and a receipt. A receipt acknowledging the contri- bution will also be sent to the national offices.

The group tentatively plans other recruiting activities such as a slave auction, where girls will offer their serv- s to Trinity luteys, air a wash, and offering domestic services as a baby-sitter, beautician, or sewer.

Department Offers Independent Study

Psychology students now have the opportunity to use the Inde- pendent Study program for a semester of field experience in a local agency. A recent decision by the Psychology Department widens the scope of the individ- ual study experiences to include a babysitter, beautician, or sewer.

DORMS ACCEPT NEW PARIELTALS

by Clare Henry, Emily Sagan, and Thomas Murphy: Several pariental privileges started off with a bang in the dormitory. Each of the dormitories voted in favor of maximum hours of 1:00 a.m. on Fri- day, noon to 1:00 a.m. on Satur- day, and noon to 6:00 p.m. on Sunday.

Although house presidents re- ported they received complaints about noise, a poster appeared in one dorm saying "stop late night music."

On the whole, students accepted the new pariental hours much more calmly than did the bell ladies. In one dorm, the bell lady responded with a toughest: "Oh Not! This is the worst thing that could happen" when the house president explained the new procedure to her. In another, the receptionist refused to allow the girls' apartments to the non-residents (doors). A relatively high percentage of girls took advantage of the new hours on the weekend of April 9.

For Annual Graduate Grants

The Institute of International Education will open its call pro- gram for 1969-1970 United States Government and foreign graduate grants to graduate students interested in study or research abroad, and for professional training and per- formance grants on May 1. 

The travel grant is designed to supplement maintenance and sup- port the academic year in one country, one month's transportation, insurance and an allow- ance.

The travel grant is designed to supplement maintenance and sup- port American students by foreign governments, universities and project grants. Write 600 Fifth United Nations Plaza.

IEI To Open Competition

For Annual Graduate Grants

The purpose of the grants is to encourage educational exchange between the people of the U. S. and other countries through the exchange of people, knowledge, and skills.

Tens of thousands of grants will be available through IEI under the Fulbright-Hays Act: U. S. Gov- ernment, Foreign Grants, and U. S. Government Travel Grants. A full award will provide a grantee with tuition, maintenance for one academic year in one country, round trip transportation, insurance and an allow- ance.

For Annual Graduate Grants

By

CLEANERS, INC.
Phone 443-4421
ON CAMPUS DAILY

For Millions

It is no secret that this is an "unusual" request. The fact is if this country is to grow into a large, moral, and strong country, then the leaders of institutional and non-institutional groups must change.

It would be neither proper nor responsible for the country's leaders to be caught up in urban studies downtown or to search for black "solutions" in the process of digging themselves with the people. To do the truth be told, it would be for people to educate a university to a city, where the money is spent. While the universities are in total control of the city.

Can this change be demanded, but the students must make the effort. The coalition of Sen. Eugene McCarthy indicated that students can take different political roles, now that the situation facing the nation is overall a different one.

The number of Martin Luther King, Jr., following those who take an environ- 
ment that will result in starting Vietnam, pro- vide an excellent starting point for students to begin fighting racism in meaningful ways. The fight should have begun in much long ago, but it's better to begin now than not at all.

ON CAMPUS EVERY TUESDAY AND FRIDAY

ROY

LAUNDING DRY CLEANING COLD FOR STORAGE

ON CAMPUS DAILY

A Medical Answer For MUSCULAR

Low Back Pain

Promptly Relieves Pain

So Stiff Muscles Loosen Up and
You're Back Into Action

Doctors who specialize in back trouble report most visits to doctors are attributed to back pain. The back is a structure so complex which can go into painful spasm as you suddenly bend, stretch or twist. To relieve such backache doct- ors recommend the pain-reliever Anacin in Analgesic Tablets. Anacin gives you more of this medical aid.

Anacin is a special fortified formula. It promptly relieves pain helps reduce swollen tissues, and so re- lies pressure on the spine. Then re- lieves pain during the day and night, so how stiff muscles loosen up and you move around with greater ease.

Only Anacin has this special fortified formula. It's not found in any other prod- uct. See if Anacin's exclusive formula doesn't work better for you.
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**NEWS NOTES**

The Faculty Discussion Committee and the Student-Faculty Academic Committee are co-sponsoring a panel discussion on "The Role of the Student Body in Academic Policy Decision Making." Tues., April 30, at 7 p.m. in the Main Lounge. All students are urged to attend.

The Daily Prize Contest will be held Thurs, April 25, at 3 p.m. in the faculty lounge, Fanning.

For the information and reservations of the American Shakespeare Festival Theatre, Stratford, Conn., running through June 10, may be obtained by calling 203-378-7321.

Wesleyan University, in coordination with the 10 days of Protest, April 20-30, will hold a Day of Protest against the War in Vietnam Thurs., April 25. All interested Connecticut students are welcome.


The Vietnam Information Committee will formule plans for the remainder of the semester and will elect officers Tues., April 23 at 4:30 p.m. in Hindsman Living room. All interested students are urged to attend.

The annual spring concert of the Connecticut College Choir, including participation by the Yale Glee Club and the Yale Symphony Orchestra, will take place Wed. April 24 at 8:30 p.m. in Palmer Auditorium.

Estelle Parson, recently awarded "Best Supporting Actress" in the Academy Awards, was a 1939 graduate of Conn. While she was a member of WIG and Candace.

Dannie Abse, a Welsh poet, will give a reading Fri., April 26 at 7:30 p.m. in Lambrick Living room. He is the author of two volumes of poems. He plans and three of verse, his most recent collection of poems is entitled Goldens Green.

**PRESSLY (Continued from Page 4, Col. 1)**

"Accordingly, beginning next September, students who have completed course 201 will be eligible for Individual Study (211, 311) in the form of a semester of field experience," he explained.

All individual study projects will continue to be graded by a member of the department. In the case of field experience, the psychology instructor, together with the supervising staff member of the cooperating agency, will arrive at a final grade based upon the student's performance in the agency and the quality of the term paper which results from her field work.

**FORUM (Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)**

He stated, "They have no troops on foreign soil, but they have only a limited skirmish with India; they suppressed rebellion in Tibet, which is no more deplorable than a suppression of any rebellion." Internal Dissension.

Mr. Parenti then went on to describe the poor conditions in China which would make her lose of a threat to the world. He stated that China's army is smaller than that of the United States or Russia, China's navy is non-existent; she does not even produce planes, and she has the problem of internal divisions.

"In terms of threat China is rather limited," Mr. Parenti explained. He continued that according to most experts China is a second rate nuclear power and is likely to remain so because of her very limited industrial base.

**Support Reviews**

"Social revolutions are not exported. Men do not just live for frivolous reasons. Revolutions are serious occasions taken with emphasis. Maybe we should be supporting revolutions." The second hawkish speaker was Daniel Lyons who himself has visited Vietnam several times. In his speech entitled "The Real Vietnam," he criticized the belief that as long as it is communist revolution it is not aggression, and that it is Russia aggression different; it is China aggression, or whether it is supported by Russia or the Red Chinese.

Where to Stop

Establishing the fact that it is a question of alternatives in Vietnam and not social revolution, Rev. Lyons went on to criticize our attitude toward appeasement. "Is there any part of the world you are ever going to defend?" he asked the audience.

"We are in Vietnam because we took the easy way out of Laos. We have no base there," Rev. Lyons explained.

Rev. Lyons then returned to the situation in Vietnam where as he described it the majority of people are fleeing from the tyranny of North Vietnam. All oppositionisten exterminated and members of the clergy are not allowed free practice and often times are imprisoned according to Rev. Lyons.

Like South Korea

"All we want is another South Korea," stated Rev. Lyons. "Any country that has ever had the road to peace." He continued, "If there is ever going to be a type of tatoryship you can keep on surriving."

"America can't go on surrendering chunks of the world," Rev. Lyons observed. "If we are going to be a presence in Vietnam it is to stand up against aggression." Go to Enemy

America must first follow the rule of war, according to Rev. Lyons, which is carry the war not to us then we should be considered. He should get it over fast because it is more humane.

Rev. Lyons continually emphasized the fact that Ho Chi Minh is an aggressor who was sent by the Russians to take over East Asia. This is treated as another Hitler. "Appeasement has never been the road to peace as shown in World War II," Rev. Lyons added.

Mr. Parenti pointed out that we are in Vietnam because of North Vietnam's aggression. "War won't stop just (Continued on Page 6, Col. 1)"

**HAPPENINGS**

Students and non-students are invited to gather in the Chapel every Tuesday from 5:30 to 9:45. The happenings during that time will include poetry readings from favorite writers of poetry, novels, and polemic, as well as individual's own thoughts. Music from organ and guitar is joined with silence and song. Variations in program and season are unlimited. Reading today will be Beth Berenson, '69.

**SPRING WEEKEND**

APRIL 26 – 28
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**TUESDAY, APRIL 30TH ONE DAY ONLY**

**MATINEE 3:00**

**EVENING 8:30**

André de la Varre's

"GRAND TOUR OF EASTERN EUROPE"

BEYOND THE IRON CURTAIN

YOUR GUIDE — IN PERSON — FRED BELLINGER

**REGULAR TICKETS $2.00**

**STUDENT TICKETS $1.00**
hungry.
Suggesting that we look behind the symbols, Mr. Zinn stated that we should accept social changes, and that having accepted this, we can all do it in a way that makes sense for the United States to prevent these massive forces is not used by the social revolutions.

There are two kinds of violence, according to Mr. Zinn, and the least violent way should be used to change the world. One type of violence is the violence directly associated with the revolution and the other is the violence used to suppress it.

In conclusion Mr. Zinn remarked that there will be social change and it will be violent, but America should use the resources it has to make the revolution more humane. "We should let the revolution take over in Vietnam and then begin to develop cultural, economic and social ties in order to modify the revolution."